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Abstract Recent studies show that pre-electoral commitments and the ideological distance
between parties influence government formation. But do pre-electoral pacts or rejections
of party combinations really have an independent impact on the outcome of the government formation game? Which policy areas matter when parties agree to build a coalition?
This paper addresses these questions by applying a dataset that includes informationon preferred/rejectedcoalition partnersand the policy-area specific programmaticheterogeneity of
all potential coalitions. The results show that pre-electoral commitments have a significant
impact on government formation after controlling for endogeneity problems. There is also
evidence that not only diversity in economic issues determines the partisancomposition of
governments.
Keywords Coalition theories • Content analysis • Ideological heterogeneity • Pre-electoral
commitments • Endogeneity problems

1 Introduction
The analysis of coalition politics is a central research field in comparative political science
(see, e.g., Budge and Keman 1990; Laver 1998; Laver and Schofield 1998; Müller and Str0m
2000; Martin and Stevenson 2001; Bandyopadhyay and Chatterjee 2006; Warwick 2006).
The central aim of various studies in this area is to analyze the formation of coalition governments, the governing within coalitions and the survival of multi-partygovernments (see
Laver and Schofield 1998, pp. 89-194). In this paper,I concentrateon the first field of studies
mentioned and ask which factors determine the partisancomposition of a government. The
focus here is on the impact of pre-electoral commitments on the outcome of the government
formation game: is information about pre-electoral pacts or potential coalitions that were
rejected a priori more important than 'classical' office- and policy-seeking theories? Do,
furthermore,pre-electoral commitments have an exogenous impact on coalition building?
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Consider for clarification an example from the Netherlands. During a period of three
decades- from the middle of the 1950s until the beginning of the 1990s- the Social Democrats (PvdA) and the Liberals (VVD) mutually rejected governing together (see Tops et
al. 1992; Andeweg and Irwin 2005, pp. 112-113). Furthermore,until 2003 the libertarian
Democrats'66 (D66) rejected participatingin coalition governments that included the VVD
and the Christian Democrats (CDA). As coalitions with parties from the extreme left and
the far right as well as with the orthodox Calvinist parties were rejected by the four major
parties mentioned above, the number of viable coalition options drastically decreased. After the election in 1981, for instance, only two of the 210 - 1 = 1023 potential coalitions1
between the ten parliamentaryparties won a majority in the second chamber and were possible in light of the parties' pre-electoral commitments: This was, first, a coalition between
CDA and PvdA and, second, an oversized coalition between Christian Democrats, Social
Democrats and the Democrats'66, which finally formed the next government. One may argue that politicians are predominantlyopportunisticand form governments after an election
without taking into account their earlier statements. However, such strategies often led to
defeats and the loss of votes in the electoral arena, as for instance the cases of the German
FDP after 1961, 1969 and 1982 and the Irish Labor Party after 1992 have shown (see Laver
1992; Poguntke 1999; Marsh and Mitchell 1999). Therefore, one could argue that partypacts formed a priori- regardless how official or unofficial they are- have validity in the
coalition game.
One may wonder why CDA and PvdA included the small D66 in the coalition given that
both large parties alreadycontrolled a majorityin the parliamentafter the 1981 election. One
reason could be that the D66 has a programmatic'hinge function' between Christianand Social Democrats (e.g., Pennings and Keman 2003, p. 52). If such programmaticconcerns are
also of relevance for the patternsof government formation, which policy areas are decisive?
Is more than one policy dimension requiredto analyze coalition formation adequately? Are
there other policy dimensions beside the socio-economic left-right conflict that influence the
outcome of the government formation process?
This paper seeks to address these questions by analyzing the government formation
processes in five West European states- Austria, Belgium, Germany, Ireland and the
Netherlands- by applying a completely new dataset that includes information on party
strength, the policy-area specific positions and saliencies of all parliamentaryparties and
on pre-electoral commitments. The results show that office-, policy- and behavioralist constraints like pre-electoral alliances, coalitions rejected a priori and the incumbency status
of a (coalition) government have a significant impact on government formation. In addition, there is evidence that the economic left-right dimension as well as differences in social
issues determine coalition formation.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section, I give an
overview of theoretical analyses of government formation in parliamentarydemocracies
with respect to pre-electoral commitments in particular.The third part introduces the model
applied here for analyzing patterns of government formation. Sections 4, 5 and 6 discuss
the reasons for selecting the five countries under investigation. Furthermore,these sections
present the dataset applied in this paper and describe the method for estimating the policy
positions and dimension saliencies of political parties in more detail. Thereafter,the results
of the study are presented in a descriptive as well as in an analytical manner. The final
section concludes and provides recommendations for future research.
11 follow a standardconventionin coalitionresearchand define
single partygovernmentsalso as coalitions.
& Springer
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2 Literature and theory
In the literatureon government formation, parties are typically assumed to have one of two
motives (Laver and Schofield 1998, pp. 89-123). While the office-seeking approachconsiders only the strengthof a political partyas a unitaryactor within a legislature (von Neumann
and Morgenstern 1944; Riker 1962; Peleg 1981; van Deemen 1989), policy-driven theories
take the programmaticpositions of parties on an overall left-right scale into account (Axelrod 1970; De Swaan 1973). Generally speaking, the office-orientated approach argues that
coalitions will form which control a small (von Neumann and Morgenstern 1944, pp. 429430) or the smallest (Riker 1962) winning majorityinside the respective parliament.A third
importantoffice-orientated and policy-blind approach is the bargaining proposition, developed by Leiserson (1966, 1968). He assumed that not the strength of each political party,
measured by its seat share in the parliament, but rather the absolute number of parties involved in the coalition formation game is decisive. Coalitions should therefore form that
satisfy two conditions: First, the coalition must have a majority and, second, it should include as few parties as possible. Transactioncosts should thereby be reduced to a minimum.
Theories that are based on non-cooperative game theory also highlight the strength of parties in the parliament.Austen-Smith and Banks (1988) stress thatthe strongest parliamentary
party has the best chance of becoming the 'formateur'. In most cases, the 'formateurparty'
becomes a member of the next government and, furthermore,has a strong bargaining position in the coalition negotiations (see also Baron and Ferejohn 1989; Baron and Diermeier
2001).
If, however, coalition formation is also about ideology, then political parties with similar
ideological backgrounds should be more likely to form a coalition government, regardless
of the size of this alliance. Axelrod (1970) called this the theory of minimal connected winning coalitions. Such coalitions are characterized by two features: first, the coalition has
a majority inside the parliamentand, secondly, they are neighbors on a common left-right
continuum. De Swaan (1973) assumption was that instead of a simple left-right ordering, it
is the ideological distance between the parties that is decisive for the outcome of the coalition game. From De Swaan's perspective, political actors 'calculate' the distance between
themselves and the other parties, so that coalition governments should be formed which
minimize that distance (see also Grofman 1982; Laver and Shepsle 1990, 1996; Schofield
1995; Warwick 2006). Sened (1995, 1996) combined office- and policy-constraints in his
model, so that informationon the parties' different payoff preferences is taken into account.
In a study that analyses government formation in a comparative and multivariatedesign,
Martin and Stevenson (2001) show that office- and policy-related factors are not the only
things that matter in coalition formation. They find evidence that government formation is
also influenced by institutional and 'semi-institutional' factors. Such factors could be, for
instance, the requirementof votes of confidence as well as rejections of feasible coalitions.
Standardspatial models do not include such institutional or behavioralist constraints (see,
e.g., Str0m 1990; Str0m et al. 1994; Adams et al. 2005, pp. 19-27).
Two kinds of possibly importantconstraints are pre-electoral commitments such as préélectoral pacts (see Str0m et al. 1994; Martinand Stevenson 2001, pp. 35-37; Golder 2005,
2006a, 2006b) and party combinations that are rejected a priori by at least one party that
participatesin the potential coalition (see, e.g., Sartori 1976; Powell 2000; Geys et al. 2006).
In a study that covers 364 elections in 23 western democracies between 1946 and 1998,
Golder (2006a, p. 15) identified 240 pre-electoral coalitions. A total of 70 of these 240
pre-electoral coalitions (29.2%) formed the next government. According to Golder (2005,
p. 659), disproportionalelectoral systems as well as a large number of parties increase the
& Springer
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chance that parties form pre-electoral pacts. Furthermore,pre-electoral alliances are more
likely to form if the programmaticpositions of the participating parties are close to each
other (Golder 2006b). Carroll and Cox (2007) use information on pre-electoral pacts to
analyze the degree of proportionalityin patternsof office allocation. They find that cabinet
offices are more strongly allocated in proportionalterms if a pre-electoral pact between the
negotiation partnersexisted. There is, moreover, also a research area that focuses on 'antipact rules'. That is, parties reject specific coalitions a priori because of the 'pariah-status'
of 'anti-system parties' (Sartori 1976, p. 123; Powell 2000, pp. 78-82). Geys et al. (2006)
show that the exclusion of the separatist and right-wing 'Vlaams Blok' (VB; since 2004;
'Vlaams Belang') from the coalition game in Belgian municipalities strongly influences the
predictive power of size-driven coalition formation theories.
With regard to institutional settings, if in some countries oversized coalitions are preferred, political parties should have this in mind when the coalition game starts.In Belgium,
for instance, the constitution requires that all cabinet ministries must be equally distributed between French- and Dutch-speaking politicians (see Str0m et al. 1994, pp. 304-305;
De Winter et al. 2000, p. 317). The latter implies that no government could form that includes parties only or mostly from one language region. Therefore, despite the split of the
Christian-Socials, Liberals and Socialists into separateparties for Flanders and Wallonia, in
terms of coalition formation, the party families have to be handled as- in Grofman's (1982)
words- proto-coalitions, which negotiate the outcome of the coalition game with the other
ideological families or smaller parties.2
A furtherrelevant factor is the partisan composition of the incumbent cabinet. Franklin
and Mackie (1983) argue that familiarity, i.e., that some parties know how to work with
each other in coalition governments, and inertia, which means that the parties that form the
currentlyacting coalition are more likely to collaborate once more, can better explain which
parties will form a coalition than both the size-concept and the inclusion of ideological positions. From a long-term perspective the Franklinand Mackie (1983) approachalso provides
an explanation for the emergence of 'traditions' in coalition politics. The approachof 'political time', developed by Browne and Feste (1975) and used by Hog wood (1999, p. 34) to
show 'the interplayof trustand risk and its effect on partnerchoice', is linked to the concept
of familiarity and inertia. Following this assumption, parties should favor only those players
who are known as trustworthyin the coalition formation game. According to the theoretical
framework and empirical results of Franklin and Mackie (1983), coalitions are more likely
to form if they include the same parties as the incumbent government (see also Back and
Dumont 2007, p. 477). In short, a third term has to be included, which represents information about institutionaland behavioralistconstraintson coalition politics. In the next section,
a model is introducedthat includes these constraints on coalition formation.

3 Model
As the baseline for predicting the outcome of the coalition formation game, I apply an
extended version of De Swaan's (1973) closed minimal range approach. The first modelbuilding assumption focuses on the programmaticcohesiveness of the coalition game players: the smaller the distance between the programmaticpositions of political parties on the
2The outcome of the 2007 government formation process in Belgium resulted in a coalition between the
Christian Democratic Party family, the Liberal party family and the Walloon Socialist Party. The Flemish
Socialists joined neither the caretaker government of the Prime Minister Guy Verhofstadt in December 2007
nor the one of his successor Yves Leterme in March 2008.
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policy dimensions selected as relevant, the more likely a future alliance between the parties
should be. Yet, not only the policy positions of parties, but also the party-specific importance of policy issues influences the selection of coalition partners (Hinich and Munger
1997, pp. 76-80).3 Parties with a focus on economic policy, for instance, will concentrate
more on that issue when searching for their coalition partners,while the programmaticdistances between the parties on other policy dimensions should be of lesser importance. To
clarify these thoughts, consider a party system with three equipollent actors X, Y and Z.
These three parties are located in a two-dimensional policy space (see Fig. 1). Parties X and
Z form the incumbent government. The status quo (SQ) is located on the Pareto surface
between the governing parties X and Z. In the first scenario, all parties assign the same
saliency to both policy dimensions. Therefore, the indifference curves are circles with a radius given by the distance between the position of the respective party and the SQ. While X
and Z agree on exactly one point- the status quo- a potential coalition of X and Y would
prefer all points inside its win set X and Y, while a YZ coalition government should agree
on one point inside its win set which is smaller than the one of parties X and Y.
The alignment of this constellation changes when it is assumed that some parties give
different weights to the policy dimensions covered in Fig. 1. In the second scenario, party
X is still assumed to give both policy dimensions the same importance, whereas parties Y
and Z have very different saliency weights for both policy dimensions. While in the case
of party Z the first policy dimension is of greater importance than the second one, party
Y cares for issues related to the second policy dimension. The indifference curves of the
last mentioned parties turned into ellipses, whereas the indifference curve around party X
remains a circle. The inclusion of party-specific saliency weights for each policy dimension
results in changes in the size of the win sets. The size of the win set of a potential coalition
between Y and Z has increased, so that the position of party Z is now located inside the
YZ win set. One may argue that this influences the stability of the incumbent XZ coalition
government, because Z would be able to assert its policy positions better in a government
with Y.
Therefore, one has to account for the programmatic positions and the policy dimension saliencies of political parties when analyzing patternsof government formation. Consider that a set C = {Aj, A2, ..., An] exists, which includes all possible coalitions A\
to An. When applying the concept of weighted Euclidean distances (WED), a party should
not necessarily choose the political actor as its coalition partner that is located closest
to it. This is because each party has a different perspective on the location of its competitors when issue saliencies are incorporated into the model (Hinich and Munger 1997,
pp. 55-59). Therefore, when calculating the ideological heterogeneity of a potential coalition under the assumption of party-specific dimension weights, one has to take into account
that parties have individual perspectives on the positions of their competitors. Assuming
that policy dimensions are separable, the formula for calculating the weighted Euclidean
distance of a party k towards party / in coalition A with A e C is
m

(1)

WEDC=£(4*(<-*i))2>

3 In contrast to the model
applied here, Laver and Shepsle (1990, 1996) in their seminal portfolio allocation
model argue that parties bargain over cabinets rather than coalitions. Furthermore, they focus on the most
salient ministries rather than dimensions when evaluating their model (see also Warwick and Druckman
2001 ; Druckman and Warwick 2005; Druckman and Roberts 2005).
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Fig. 1 Two ideological party
constellationswith non-weighted
and weighted Euclideandistances

where j denotes one of the m policy dimensions, s the relative weight of policy dimension
j for party k and x the programmaticposition of k and / on dimension j .4

4The relativeweight of the policy dimensions for each partyis measuredby the absolute value of partyk's
saliency for dimension j (sJabs), divided by the sum of the absolute saliencies of all policy dimensions:
sk =sabsk/^J=\sabsk'
£) Springer
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To calculate the ideological heterogeneity of all possible coalitions, however, one further modification is necessary. If one includes party-specific dimension saliencies into the
model, a party's perception of the programmaticposition of the remaining political actors
depends on its individual viewpoint. For this reason, the ideological heterogeneity weighted
by dimension saliency must include all pairwise distances between the parties that participate in the coalition. This would, however, result in a biased ideological heterogeneity for
coalitions with large numbers of actors. In cases where the coalition contains only two parties X and Y, the weighted Euclidean distance is calculated by summing up the lengths of
vectors XY and YX, that is, the distance between party Y from the perspective of party X
and vice versa. If for some reason a third party Z is included in the alliance between X and
Yythen one must add up six pairs of distances perceived by each of the three parties, that is,
the vectors XY, YX, YZ, ZY, XZ and ZX.
The ideological heterogeneity of any coalition with more than two players measured
this way would rapidly increase. This is for the simple reason that each distance between
a pair of parties would count twice. To correct that bias, a factor has to be included that
takes the numberof parties involved into account when calculating the weighted ideological
heterogeneity (WIH) of a potential coalition. The ideological heterogeneity of any coalition
A e C weighted by issue saliency is calculated by

where n denotes the number of parties that participate in coalition A with A e C,s the
relative weight of policy dimension j for party k and x the programmaticposition of k and
/ on dimension j. The actor-specific distances towards each party are summed up for all k
and / parties that participatein the respective coalition A. This sum is divided by the number
of vectors arising between all pairs of parties participatingin coalition A.
To incorporatethe effects of weighted ideological heterogeneity and pre-electoral commitments, but also of office-driven approaches and incumbency effects into one model, I refer to the work of Adams et al. (2005). Although their utility function is designed to analyze
voting behavior, it is also useful for analyzing the determinantsof coalition formation. The
utility U of the installation of a coalition government c by a parliament i should decrease
if the weighted ideological heterogeneity increases (see Adams et al. 2005, pp. 17-23). The
utility function
U,(c) = -£flyWIHyc

+ X,c

(3)

j

takes the latteraspect into consideration. The term WIHycreflects the estimated value of the
weighted ideological heterogeneity of coalition c for each policy dimension j included in
the analysis. The parametera; is estimated from the data and denotes the importanceof the
weighted ideological heterogeneity for policy dimension j between the members of coalition c. The random variable Xik includes information on other unobserved factors that influence the outcome of the coalition formation process. If coalition formation is determined
only by the parties' ideological orientations, then formula (3) should correctly predict the
outcomes of all government formation processes. Yet, this approachdoes not include information on pre-electoralcommitments and the incumbency status of (coalition) governments.
Furthermore,it does not accommodate the impact of size-driven theories on coalition formation like the minimal winning approach or the bargaining proposition. Therefore, a further
Ö Springer
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term has to be included that supplies information on the characteristics of every potential
coalition that arises during a bargaining situation. In order to model the influence of sizedriven coalition formation theories as well as the impact of behavioralist constraints on
government formation, a vector tJCis introduced in (3), incorporatinginformation on such
'non-policy' factors (Adams et al. 2005, pp. 19-22):

utä = - J2aJWmJc+ M,c + Xiet

(4)

where the vector bc reflects the importance of a given non-policy factor and is estimated
from the data like the parameterar For clarification, consider that vector t includes information on whether the parties in coalition c have entered a pre-electoral alliance or not. If c
fulfills the conditions of a pre-electoralalliance, then vector tic is coded with the value 'one'.
If c is no pre-electoral alliance, tlc is coded 'zero'. To estimate the weight of the parameters
aj and bc, one has to identify data sources that include information on the policy positions
and dimension saliencies of parliamentaryparties, the existence of pre-electoral alliances
and the exclusion of some parties or party combinations from the coalition game a priori.
These points are addressed in the following sections.
4 Case selection
The government formations investigated here are those of Austria from 1979 to 2006, Belgium from 1985 to 2007, Ireland from February 1982 to 2007, Germanyfrom 1976 to 2005,
and the Netherlands from 1977 to 2006. The reasons for selecting these countries are as
follows. First, at least one of the five countries belongs to one of the three types of party
systems- unipolar, bipolar and multipolar- in the typology of Laver and Schofield (1998,
pp. 114-1 17). Therefore, variationexists in the patternsof party competition. Secondly, the
pre-electoral commitments vary between parties and time periods. While coalitions with
'Green' parties, for instance, were rejected a priori by most of the established parties in
the 1980s, they have become viable coalition partners since the mid 1990s. Furthermore,
the country sample includes parties that changed their overall orientations over time. The
Austrian Freedom Party (FPÖ) was considered to be a liberal party until 1986, but since
then the FPÖ transformeditself into a right-wing populist party that was rejected as a potential coalition partnerby the Social Democrats and, partially,by the conservative People's
Party (ÖVP; see Pelinka 2002, p. 79). The strongest Irish party, Fianna Fail (FF), changed
its long-lasting position not to join any coalition government in 1989, and has since then
formed coalitions with the Progressive Democrats (PD) or the Labor Party (see Marsh and
Mitchell 1999);
Furthermore,there also is variation in the characteristics of the relevant policy dimensions. While conflicts over the economic and social policy dimension structureparty competition in the five countries under consideration (Laver and Hunt 1992, p. 55; Warwick
2002), a thirddimension is influential in Irelandand Belgium (Laver and Hunt 1992, p. 106).
Therefore, I include not only economic and social policy but also a country-specific third
dimension into the analysis. To ensure that the selected policy dimensions are separable
(Hinich and Munger 1997, pp. 52-61), foreign policy was identified in the Austrian, German and Dutch cases as the third most importantpolicy issue.5 In the case of Belgium, the
5While until 1990 in the case of
Germanythe positionsof politicalpartieson the issue 'relationshipwith the
Soviet Union' are used as a proxy for the foreign policy dimension, in the Netherlandsuntil 1989 foreign
â Springer
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conflict about decentralization,and in Ireland the debate over the status of NorthernIreland
were chosen as the third salient policy dimension (see Laver and Hunt 1992, pp. 155, 222).

5 Operationalization
To estimate the impactof pre-electoralcommitments and policy-area specific partydistances
on government formation while controlling for various other influential factors, data on the
policy positions, pre-electoralstatements and the size of all parliamentaryparties is required.
Since the results of expert surveys (e.g., Benoit and Laver 2006; Huber and Inglehart 1995;
Laver and Hunt 1992; Warwick 2006) are temporally static, it is necessary to resort to other
kinds of information. Here, I use the language blind and non-manual wordscores method
developed by Laver et al. (2003) to estimate the programmatic positions and dimension
saliencies of parties. On that basis, one can take into account the fact that parties from
different party families give policy dimensions different weights (see, e.g., Mair and Mudde
1998; Gallagher et al. 2006, pp. 230-260), which would not be possible with data from the
'ComparativeManifestos Project' (Laver 2001; Klingemann et al. 2006).
The essential idea of the wordscores procedure is to compare the frequency distribution
of words in a text, whose programmaticposition is known, to the word distribution of a
text of the same character whose position and saliency are unknown. Laver et al. (2003,
pp. 314-3 15) refer to these two sorts of documents as reference and virgin texts, respectively.
In a nutshell, the position of a virgin text changes if the frequency of some signal words
goes up or down. This implies that the assumption required for using wordscores is that
political parties do not use words randomly. Moreover, when writing election manifestos
parties include ideological signals by mentioning some sort of words more frequently and
others less frequently or even never. It is importantthat reference and virgin texts have the
same type and therefore the same text corpus (Laver et al. 2003, pp. 326-327). As reference
texts, I use the election manifestos that come close to the survey period of both the Laver and
Hunt (1992) and the Benoit and Laver (2006) expert surveys. These election manifestos were
scored with data on the programmaticposition as well as on the dimension saliency from
the expert surveys.6The results from that procedureyield policy-area specific programmatic
positions as well as issue saliencies of political parties for each election covered in this study.
To show the robustness of the results based on the wordscores technique, I widen the
scope of analysis and include the coalition agreements of the Belgian governments into the
estimation procedure of party policy positions.7 Because of its division into French- and
policy was mainly determined by the discussion on installation of nuclear weapons by the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO; see Laver and Hunt 1992, p. 268; Andeweg and Irwin 2005, pp. 206-10). For
the time period since 1994, 1 estimate the positions of parties and coalition governments in the Netherlands
on the issue of Dutch military participation in international peacekeeping missions. Whilst the last mentioned
dimension is also used in the German case between 1994 and 2005, in Austria the parties' attitudes towards
the European Union (EU) are selected as a result of the long-standing discussion of joining the EU (see
Schultz 1992).
6The Laver and Hunt (1992) data was assigned to the Austrian parliamentary election in 1990, the Belgian
chamber election in 1987, the German Bundestag election held in 1987, the Irish Dâil election of 1989 and
the Dutch election for the second chamber in 1989. The Benoit and Laver (2006) data served as the basis for
scoring the manifestos from the Austrian parties in 2002, the Belgian parties in 2003, the German parties in
2002, the Irish parties in 2002 and the Dutch parties in 2003.
7For a comparative analysis of the coalition agreement's policy positions in the states under consideration
here, see Debus (2007, pp. 185-190).
£i Springer
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Fig, 2 Economic policy positions of Belgian coalition agreementsin their Frenchand Flemish versions,
1985-2003 (dashed lines show the upperand lower boundof the confidenceinterval)

Flemish-speaking parts, all documents from the government and thus the coalition agreements are bilingual. The goal is now to calculate the programmaticposition of the Belgian
coalition agreements for their French and Flemish version separately. The reference texts
are the Flemish and Walloon election manifestos from the elections held in 1987 and 2003,
scored with the Laver and Hunt (1992) and Benoit and Laver 2006 data. If wordscores
works correctly, there should be no great differences between the programmaticpositions of
the French and Flemish version of the coalition agreements. As Fig. 2 shows, this is indeed
the case. The wordscores technique delivers very similar values for the economic policy
position of the six Belgian coalition agreements on the basis of their French and Flemish
versions.8
The reconstruction of pre-electoral statements somewhat deviates somewhat from the
coding schemes of Martin and Stevenson (2001) and Golder (2006a, pp. 12-13). Here,
analyses of election campaigns as well as the historical background of party competition
in the respective countries were used to identify pre-electoral commitments. To be more
precise, parties may have a negative, neutral or a positive perception of their competitors.
Such coalitions are coded as 'rejected' a priori when at least one participating party refuses to work with one or more other parties that are potential coalition partners.The term
'pre-electoralalliance', by contrast, is used here to markthose partycombinations that favor
governing together.Parties inside pre-electoral alliances could establish formal pre-electoral
coalitions by preparinga common election manifesto and/or a common list of candidates.
However, they could also choose a more informal way by simply by announcing that they
are in favor of forming the next government despite separate lists of candidates and no common election manifesto. Here, I use both possibilities- the formal and the informal one- to

8Fora discussionof the pros and cons of the wordscorestechnique,see Budge and Pennings(2007a, 2007b),
Benoit and Laver(2007) and Martinand Vanberg(2008). For an alternativemethod of fully computerized
contentanalysis,see Slapin and Proksch(2008).
& Springer
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identify pre-electoral alliances.9 Data on the strength of parties inside the parliaments as
well as the partisancomposition of the incumbent cabinet are taken from well-known data
handbooks (Müller and Str0m 2000; Woldendorp et al. 2000) and from the Political Data
Yearbook.

6 Statistical method and description of the data
The statistical technique for answering these questions is a regression model based on conditional probabilities (McFadden 1973; Alvarez and Nagler 1998). In political science, such
conditional logit models are often used to explain the determinantsof voting behavior (see,
e.g., Adams et al. 2005), but also for analyzing patternsof government formation (see, e.g.,
Martin and Stevenson 2001; Warwick 2006). In this context, the cases include all potential
partisancompositions of a government that arise after an election. That is, the government
could be formed by one single party even if this party has no majority in parliament,or by
all parties represented in the legislature. Of all these potential governments, only one will
form the next government. This partisan composition is coded with the value 'one' in the
dependent variable, whereas all others receive the value 'zero'.
Table 1 provides an overview of the characteristics of potential and formed coalitions.
The number of potential party combinations varies between the countries included in this
study. Because the number of potential governments increases as the numberof parliamentary parties increases (Laver 1989), the seven coalition governments in Belgium formed
between 1985 and 2007 emerged from 17,401 alternatives. In case of Austria, for instance,
the relationshipbetween potential and formed coalitions is somewhat more balanced. Of the
167 potential coalitions between 1979 and 2006, a total of nine formed.10
There are three groups of independent variables. The first one includes information on
the ideological diversity of every potential coalition. The weighted ideological heterogeneity (WIH) of all possible coalitions reaches a value of -6.63, while the heterogeneity of
all formed coalitions is significantly lower with a mean value of -4.28. The same is true
when differentiating between the three policy areas under consideration here. The mean
score of the programmaticdiversity in the economic, social and country-specific third policy dimension is significantly lower for those coalitions that actually formed than for all
theoretically possible partycombinations. It seems that political parties prefer,in fact, coalitions with lower degrees of ideological heterogeneity. Following from the utility functions
(3) and (4), the estimated parameterfor the weighted ideological heterogeneity should have
a positive sign: the higher the ideological diversity is, the lower the utility to form a coalition
c should be.

9Martin and Stevenson's (2001) coding scheme to identify 'pre-electoral pacts' and 'anti-pacts' is stricter than
the coding procedure applied here. In this study, information from the historical and political-cultural background of a countries' party system is included when coding pre-electoral alliances and potential coalitions
that were rejected a priori (see Debus 2007, pp. 25-89).
10The conditional logit model assumes the independence of irrelevant alternatives (HA). That is, 'the odds of
choosing one alternative over another do not depend on any other alternatives in the choice set or on the values
of the covariates associated with those alternatives' (Martin and Stevenson 2001, p. 39). I check whether the
IIA assumption is violated by applying the test procedure developed by Martin and Stevenson (2001). The
IIA assumption is violated if the IIA-test value given in Tables 2 and 3 is lower than .05. This is not the
case in any regression model presented here, so that the IIA assumption is not problematic in the following
applications.
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The second group includes variables that reflect the mechanisms of the office-orientated
approaches to coalition politics. The variables 'minimal winning coalition' and 'minimum
winning coalition' are coded with the value one if a coalition fulfills the criteriaof the coalition formation theories of von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) and Riker (1962), respectively. If these approaches reflect reality, then the estimated coefficients should have a positive impact on coalition formation. Similar should be the case for the bargainingproposition
(Leiserson 1966, 1968): the chances that a party combination becomes the next government
should increase if the coalition is winning and contains the smallest numberof actors. As can
be seen from Table 1, 35 and eight coalitions that formed were minimal winning and minimum winning coalitions, respectively. Furthermore,33 of the 44 (coalition) governments
are in line with the bargaining proposition model. If, by contrast, a party combination has
no parliamentarymajority,then the chances should decrease that this potential government
gets into office. As the data reveal, only three of the 44 governments under consideration
here did not control a majority of parliamentaryseats. With respect to the bargaining position of the strongest parliamentaryparty (Austen-Smith and Banks 1988; see also Peleg
Table 1 Characteristicsof potentialand formedcoalitions
Potentialcoalitions
AlterCountry
natives

Austria
Belgium
Germany
Ireland
Netherlands
Total

Formations

Ideologicalheterogeneity

Pre-electoral

WIH

commitments
Alliance Rejection

Economic

Social

policy

policy

-1.98

-2.35
-3.85
-2.71
-2.44

167
17401

9
7

-3.73
-6.29

206
503

-4.95

8183

10
9
9

-2.74
-3.26

-5.15
-7.55

-3.53
-1.98

26460

44

-6.63

-2.95

Foreign
policy
-1.71

6
33
13
12

85
13920
129
412

-2.35

-3.21
-1.64
-1.93
-1.71

9

7933

-4.25

-3.14

73

22479

Formedcoalitions
Pre-electoral
Minoritygovernment
Country Incumbent Ideologicalheterogeneity
Minimalwinning
commitments
government
WIH Economic Social Foreign Alliance Rejection Minimumwinning
Bargainingproposition
policy policy
policy
Strongestparty
Austria
Belgium
Germany
Ireland
Nether-

5
2

-3.81
-4.48

7
1
2

-4.78
-4.09
-4.24

-1.74
-2.30
-2.44
-2.50
-2.40

-2.24
-2.62
-3.68
-2.32
-2.82

3
3

0
0
2

9
4
0
010
5
3
0
7

20a

3a

3a 35a

-2.14

2

-1.78
-1.03
-1.83
-1.34

3
9

0
1

0

9
3

8
7

310
2
5
16

8
7
8

2
0

8a 33a 38a

lands
Total

17a

-4.28b -2.28b

-2.76b -1.30b

Correlation between formed/not-formedcoalition significantat 0.1% (Fisher'sexact test)
differences in meansbetween formed/not-formedcoalition significantat 0.1% (t-Test).
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1981; van Deemen 1989), it is further assumed that the inclusion of that party increases
the chances of a potential coalition becoming the next government. With respect to the results of the descriptive statistics given in Table 1, there is evidence for a pivotal position of
the strongest parliamentaryactor in the coalition game: 38 of 44 governments include the
strongest parliamentaryparty.
Third, three variables reflect 'contextual' or 'behavioralist' constraints on coalition formation. The first one indicates whether a party combination formed a pre-electoral alliance
or not. The second variable identifies coalitions that have been rejected by one or more
participatingparties a priori. Of the 26,460 potential coalitions, a total of 73 have been identified as pre-electoral alliances. It turns out that 20 of the 73 pre-electoral alliances actually
formed. The number of rejected coalitions is much higher: of the 26,460 potential party
combinations a total of 22,479 had been rejected before the election by at least one potential coalition partner.Only three party combinations that had been excluded a priori get into
office. From this perspective, it seems that pre-electoral commitments have an impact on
patternsof government formation. A furthercontextual variable refers to the Franklin and
Mackie (1983) approach of 'familiarity and inertia'. According to their theoretical framework and empirical results, coalitions are more likely to form if they include the same parties
as the incumbent government (see also Back and Dumont 2007, p. 477). Therefore, the variable 'incumbent government' is coded with the value 'one' if the coalition is the same as the
one currently ruling, and 'zero' otherwise. If the Franklin and Mackie (1983) approach is
correct, then this variable should have a positive impact on coalition formation. According
to the descriptive analysis, in 17 cases the parties that formed the incumbent government
also participated in the next one. There are, however, some causality problems when estimating the effect of all three behavioralist variables on government formation. One may
argue that an incumbent government is not only more likely to form a pre-electoral alliance,
but that an existing coalition government is less likely to reject governing together after the
next election. This problem of endogeneity has to be taken into account when estimating the
regression models.
All of the descriptive findings reportedhere, however, do not allow for answering questions about the impacts of pre-electoral commitments and policy dimension-specific programmatic heterogeneity holding constant other factors influencing government formation.
This point is addressed in the next section.

7 Analysis
One of the main findings of Martin and Stevenson (2001; see also Warwick 2006) is that
pre-electoralalliances, 'anti-pacts' and the presence of a pariahparty in a potential coalition
have significant impacts on government formation.11This section attemptsto answer the following questions: Firstly, how strong is the ceteris paribus impact of pre-electoral alliances
and coalition rejections? Secondly, I try to assess the importance of each of the three policy
dimensions underconsideration here for patternsof government formation. Is the economic
left-right policy dimension really the decisive issue for coalition politics? Does social policy
also influence government formation?In addition, what kinds of impacts do country-specific
policy conflicts have on coalition politics while controlling for various other factors?
1! Martin and Stevenson
(2001, pp. 41-46) analyze only government formation processes prior to the end of
the 1980s.
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Table 2 Conditionallogit analysisof the effects of policy, size and behavioralist factorson coalitionformation
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Size factors
Minoritygovernment

-1.648

-4.003

-4.021

Strongestparty

(1.061)
1.630

(1.011)b
3.481

(1.261)b
2.149

Minimumwinning

(O.538)b
1.290

(0.836)b
1.332

(0.750)b
1.367

Minimalwinning

(0.486)b
2.124

(0.517)b
1.776

(0.487)b
2.559

Bargainingproposition

(0.729)b
2.064

(0.888)a
0.151

(0.81 l)b
1.207

(0.602)b

(0.812)

(0.872)

Policy factors
Weightedideological
heterogeneity
Behavioralistfactors

0.494

0.262

0.919

(0.126)b

(0.131)a

(0.192)b

Incumbent

0.162

3.201

government
Pre-electoralalliance

(0.892)
3.871

(0.962)b

(0.789)b
-5. 139

Rejectedcoalition

(1.381)b
Residuals

1.598

(pre-electoralalliance)
Residuals
(rejectedcoalition)
Numberof alternatives
Numberof formations
Me Fadden'sPseudo R2
Log Pseudolikelihood
AIC
IIA-test
Shareof correctpredictions
Pappiet al.'s^

(0.264)b
-1.965
26460
44
0.439
-113.40
238.8
0.893
38.6%
0.217

26460
44
0.720
-56.69
131.38
0.933
75%
0.591

(0.522)b
26460
44
0.706
-59.38
136.75
0.938
70.5%
0.547

Robuststandarderrorsin parentheses
Significant at 5%;
Significant at 1%

The results of the first model, which include policy- and office-orientatedindicatorsonly,
show the limited explanatorypower of those variables (see Table 2). On the one hand, except
for the 'minority government' dummy, all variables have statistically significant coefficients.
The probability that a party combination becomes the government increases if it fulfills the
characteristics of a minimal winning coalition and, to a lesser degree, if it is a minimum
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winning coalition in the sense of Riker (1962). The same is true in the case of Leiserson's
coalition formation theory: the smaller the number of parties in a winning coalition is, the
more likely it is that this party combination becomes the next government. In addition,
the chances increase if the coalition includes the strongest parliamentaryparty. Also the
ideological heterogeneity weighted by issue saliency has a significant impact: the higher
is ideological diversity, the lower is the utility from forming a coalition government c. On
the other hand, this baseline model predicts only 38.6% of all governments correctly. When
applying the more conservative measure ^ developed by Pappi et al. (2005), the number of
correct predictions based on the first model is even lower (21 .7%).l2
When information on pre-electoral commitments and the partisan composition of the
incumbent government is added to the regression model, the goodness-of-fit as well as the
shareof the coalition governments predictedcorrectly increases noticeably. The variable 'rejected coalition', along with the existence of pre-electoral alliances, most of the size-driven
factors and ideological diversity together significantly determine coalition formation. If a
partycombination is rejected by one or more political actors included in the coalition, then it
is highly unlikely that those parties will form the next government.The same negative effect
is observed for potential governments lacking a parliamentarymajority.There is, however,
no significant effect of the incumbent government. This is astonishing because other studies
highlight this factor (see, e.g., Back and Dumont 2007). The reason for this finding may be
the potential endogeneity of the variables 'pre-electoral alliance' and 'rejected coalition'.
Model 3 therefore includes only the residuals from a logistic regression of the dependent
variables 'pre-electoral alliance' and 'rejected coalition', respectively, on all other factors
treated as independent variables in Table 2.13 As the results of the third model show, there
is in fact evidence of endogeneity: incumbency status now has a statistically significant and
12Pappiet al. (2005, pp. 456-458) arguethat the shareof correctpredictionsis a misleadingmeasureof the
empiricalperformanceof governmentformationmodels, since a predictionmay be rightby chance.That is,
for parliamentary
partysystems with a small numberof actorsthe chanceto predictthe finallyformedpartisan
compositioncorrectlyis higherthanfor parliamentswith a large numberof parliamentarypartygroups.
13Theresults of a logistic regressionon pre-electoralalliances are (robuststandarderrorsin parentheses;
single-partycoalitionsexcluded):
1.50
Minoritygovernment
-0.24
Strongestparty
1.53
Minimumwinning
1.55
Minimalwinning
-0.07
Bargainingproposition
0.75
Ideologicalheterogeneity
-3.36
Rejectedcoalition

(0.52)
(0.27)
(0.72)
(0.62)
(0.29)
(0. 11)
(0.64)

with N = 26166, Log Pseudolikelihood= -270. 10, Pseudo-/?2= 0.46.
The resultsof a logistic regressionon rejectedcoalitionsare(robuststandarderrorsin parentheses;singlepartycoalitionsexcluded):
Minoritygovernment
Strongestparty
Minimumwinning
Minimalwinning
Bargainingproposition
Ideologicalheterogeneity
Pre-electoralalliance

-0.78
-0. 11
0.92
- 1.46
-0.81
-0.9
-3. 11

(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.35)
(0.09)
(0.06)
(0.02)
(0.68)

with N = 26166, Log Pseudolikelihood= -7565.84, Pseudo-/?2= 0.29. For a similar analyticalstrategy
see Bueno de Mesquitaet al. (2003, p. 137); Bräuningerand Debus (2008, p. 305).
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Table 3 Conditionallogit analysisof the effects of policy, size and behavioralistfactorson coalitionformation (ideological heterogeneitydividedby policy areas)
Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

Model 7

Size factors
Minoritygovernment

-1.624

-4.307

-4.169

-3.260
(1.468)a
2.270

Strongestparty

(1.073)
1.713

(1.157)b
3.648

(1.505)b
2.552

Minimumwinning

(0.579)b
1.136

(0.906)b
1.330

(0.803)b
1.215

(0.739)b
1.765

Minimalwinning

(0.494)a
2.146

(0.562)a
1.832

(0.492)a
2.766

(0.553)b
2.729

Bargainingproposition

(0.721)b
2.036

(0.870)a
0.149

(0.813)b
1.212

(0.882)b
1.303

(0.600)b

(0.816)

(0.894)

(0.955)

0. 178

0.32 1

0.568

Policy factors
WIH (economic policy)
WIH (social policy)

(0.174)
0.330

(0.179)
0.318

(0.195)b
0.957

WIH (foreignpolicy)

(0.181)
0.453

(0.148)a
-0.306

(0.227)b
0.020

(0.199)a

(0.288)

(0.297)
1.023

IH (economic policy)

(0.223)b
Behavioralistfactors
Incumbentgovernment
Pre-electoralalliance

0.178

3.545

3.612

(0.832)
3.983

(0.970)b

(0.86 l)b

(0.845)b
-5.566

Rejectedcoalition

(1.615)b
Residuals
(pre-electoralalliance)
Residuals
(rejectedcoalition)
Numberof alternatives
Numberof formations
Me Fadden'sPseudo R1
Log Pseudolikelihood
AIC
IIA-test
Shareof correctpredictions
Pappiet al.'s \Js

26460
44

26460
44

1.695

1.673

(0.304)b
-2.146

(0.224)b
-1.404

(0.537)b
26460
44

(0.208)b
26460
44

0.716

0.443
-112.71
241.41
0.909

0.726
-55.46
132.92
0.975

-57.35
136.70
0.956

38.6%
0.22

70.5%
0.60

70.5%
0.57

0.68
-64.60
147.19
0.946
70.5%
0.54

Robuststandarderrorsin parentheses
Significant at 5%;
Significant at 1%
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positive impact on the outcome of the government formation process. There is, however,
also evidence that pre-electoral commitments have an independent impact on the partisan
composition of governments. This is because the residuals on pre-electoral alliances and on
rejected coalitions have the expected statistically significant positive and negative impacts.
To sum up, it seems that variables from the three theoretical directions- office- and
policy-driven approaches as well as behavioralist indicators- have independent influences
on the results of the government formation process. The importance of pre-electoral commitments and incumbency status becomes clear when comparing the share of correct predictions once again. Sticking with the more conservative measure x//, the model explains
only 21 .7% of the coalitions, while the second and third model correctly predict more than
half of the government formationprocesses studied here. In addition, the values of Akaike's
Information Criterion (AIC) are lower for the second and third models than for the first,
which hints that goodness-of-fit is better for models including behavioral variables (Long
and Freese 2003, p. 94).
Models four to six presented in Table 3 replicate the first three models from Table 2,
but with the inclusion of policy dimension-specific heterogeneity measures. It turns out that
in the final model, which covers information on contextual factors, only the programmatic
diversity in economic and social policy remains statistically significant and has the expected
positive sign. While greater ideological heterogeneity in the last mentioned policy areas
reduces the utility from forming a coalition government, the country-specific third policy
dimension has no impact on the outcome of the government formation process.
To test whetherdistinguishing between the three policy dimensions covered here actually
improves the explanatory power of the model, in a final step I enter on the right-handside
only one policy factor, economic policy heterogeneity (IH), not weighted by relative dimension saliency, into the calculation. Model 7 in Table 3 shows that this variable has a statistically significant and positive impact on government formation. However, the goodness-of-fit
of model six is clearly better than the one of model seven. The AIC value not only is smaller
for the regression model that accounts for the weighted policy heterogeneity of party combinations on the economic, social and country-specific third dimension, but Models 5 and 6
predict more cases correctly than Model 7. While the value of ty is 0.54 in the case of model
seven, it takes scores of 0.60 and 0.57 for Models 5 and 6, respectively. This confirms the
finding that conflicts in economic policy space are not themselves decisive for government
formation, but that programmaticdiversity on social issues also reduce the chances that a
party combination will become the next coalition government.

8 Conclusion
The aim of this paper was to estimate the impact of various theoretical factors on patternsof
government formation. In addition to some size-driven characteristics, models that include
pre-electoral commitments, such as alliances forged or rejected a priori, have greater explanatorypower than multi-dimensional policy-driven models. Furthermore,there is no evidence that economic policy and, hence, the left-right scale, is by itself decisive for coalition
formation. As the results of the conditional logit model have revealed, ideological heterogeneity based on social policy also is relevant,even when behavioralistfactors are accounted
for.
Note, however, that the findings of this study could be biased because of the small country
sample. Adding other parliamentarydemocracies to the analysis may change the regression
results. Yet, this requires the coding of pre-electoral commitments as well as the analysis
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of election manifestos for a number of other countries and is therefore a task for further
research. The study of the determinantsof government formation by Martin and Stevenson
(2001), which covers 14 parliamentarydemocracies and applies a strictercoding scheme of
pre-electoral coalitions and "anti-pacts',shows, however, that the impact of these two sorts
of pre-electoral commitments also is significant in a broadercountry sample.
Another avenue for future research would be to analyze the factors affecting the acceptance and rejection of pre-electoral alliances. Beside the factors Golder (2005, 2006b)
has identified, the sample studies here allows for estimating the importance of policy-area
specific programmaticdistances that possibly influenced the formation of pre-electoral alliances as well as the rejection of possible coalition partners.All in all, to adequatelyanalyze
coalition formation, it is necessary to look at the surroundingpatternsof party competition.
Hence, a combination of the European context-sensitive and more American-style rational
choice approachis still requiredin the research field of government formation.
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